
innovative window furnishing hardware design

Silent

designed by Blind makers for Blind makers
Widescreen Universal installation brackets and base fit options are one system covering many installation combinations... Slim and compact

base fittings, multiple adjustment features, linking options, simplified cable management, tensioning and more...

All of the Widescreen fittings and features are compatable with the WIDESCREEN headbox system.  

Face fit, top fit, side 

fit, left and right fit, 

the tensioners, the 

motor and idler 

brackets simply rotate 

to the appropriate 

location on the 

bracket for each 

option 

The design allows for 

the side by side 

installation with all 

base fittings 

dimensions precisely 

engineered to neatly 

fit next to each other 

without interference, 

this also applies to 

the face/side fit base  

brackets.  

Widescreen incorporates the 

unique cable tensioner... the 

simple slide device allows for easy 

cable installations and effortless 

tensioning vis a hex screw 

adjustment. 

Stainless steel guide cavity sleeve 

built in to eliminate wear to the 

end cap cable guide...,

The blind levelling feature offers 

an in bracket adjustments of 

10mm up and down on both ends 

of the blind. The adjustments 

helps with difficult installation 

where it may be hard to align the 

brackets. Fine adjustment is also 

avaluable for ensuring the fabric is 

running square. 

When using the magnetics the 

adjustment is perfect for fine 

tuning the blind limits for best 

possible fabric tensioning.
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The face/side fit base 

brackets simply rotate to 

become side fit brackets, 

the dimensions of the 

brackets align with the 

blind installation  brackets 

simplifing cable installation 

and placement. we have designed the 

accessories to be mounted 

from the inside of the 

brackets, this allows any 

maintenance or future 

adjustments to be made 

without the need to 

remove the brackets, it is 

especially handy when 

installing side by side 

blinds or replacing cables.

The Widescreen base rail 

extrusion is very generous 

in weight at 1.7kg per 

meter reducing the need 

for added balist. The rail is 

sleek and its detail is caried 

through to the end cap.

Ballast cavity.

T-Slot  for blade strip and other 

accessories, we have designed the 

rail to be universal, not only does 

it have its own magnetic hold 

down system it can accommodate 

traditional hold downs via the T-

Slot.  

www.silentshade.com.au
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